
SIMPLY SMART
CALEX SMART HOME



Smart Home Collection

You are familiar with CALEX as the specialist in mood 

lighting and the replacement market. CALEX now adds 

comfort to all that with Smart Home. It is smart comfort 

that consumers can easily integrate into their existing 

lighting plan.

Because we are specialized in supplying light sources 

we know your household contains all sorts of lamps 

from different manufacturers. Therefore we created 

these products to make your existing light smart.

This way we provide a cost-friendly and effective solution 

to increase your living comfort. The Calex Smart Home 

products can operate alsmost all light sources from all 

brands.

We are Calex, creators of ambiance



HOW IT WORKS

 Choose one or more transmitters

 Choose one or more receivers

 Add an Internet Control Station (optional)

 Create and modify your own system

 Or try one of our startersets for inside 
 or outside use first



CONTROL STATION
The internet operated control station is a big step forward in 

Smart Home products. It is the perfect solution to operate your 

house wirelessly. This product works with all Calex lighting and 

Calex Smart Home products.

Advantages

o  All your lamps can be operated from one station

o  Receives commands from multiple devices at the same time  

o  Operates and remembers many devices and set scenarios

ZigBee

CALEX Smart Home  uses  the  ZigBee protocol. As a result, our 

system communicates with most other systems of Smart Home 

items  and can easily be extended with other systems from 

other providers.



OCTOPUS CONTROL STATION
ICS-2000

Set the exact mood you want with the Octopus Control 

Station. With the free CALEX app you can control all  

connected light bulbs and appliances. This means that in 

winter you can turn your hall lighting on from outside so you 

will never have to come home to a dark, unlit house again.

Calex Smart Home app
Use the Calex app on your smartphone or tablet to  

wirelessly control and monitor your home for ultimate 

comfort and security.



ZIGBEE
Operating your lamps using an app on a smartphone 
of tablet. That sounds ideal. Welcome to the world of 
ZigBee.

Advantages
o  Create ultimate living comfort  by operating light  

sources from a smartphone or tablet.
o  Receive and process commands from multiple  

devices at the same time
o  Operate many devices and set scenarios

ZigBee
CALEX Smart Home  uses  the  ZigBee protocol.  
As a result, our system communicates with most other 
systems of Smart Home items  and can easily be  
extended with other systems from other providers.



SMART LED STANDARD LAMP | True RGB Color
421792

The world famous retro-fit bulb, with the latest wireless  

control. Save desired scenarios and easily adjust the 

brightness with the ZigBee remote control or with a  

smartphone or tablet to get the right atmosphere.

SMART LED REFLECTOR LAMP |  True RGB Color
421808

This dimmable Smart LED reflector lamp is ideal for accent 

lighting. Create the preferred ambiance with the ZigBee 

remote control or a smartphone/tablet. 



SMART LED STANDARD LAMP | Variotone 
421786

The versatile light source of Calex, but now wireless!  

This standard lamp with a normal fitting can be adjusted 

as desired; from candlelight to warm and intense light.

SMART LED CANDLE  LAMP | Variotone
421796

The candle lamp with a small fitting spreads a very  

warm glow. Adjust the brightness easily with the  

ZigBee remote control or with a smartphone/tablet to  

get the right atmosphere.



SMART LED REFLECTOR LAMP  | Variotone
421806

This multi purpose reflector lamp can be adjusted at will. 

Thanks to the narrow beam angle, this lamp is ideal for  

accent lighting. From candlelight to warm and intense  

light this reflector lamp can do it!

SMART WALL SWITCH | Control up to 20 lamps
421782

This Zigbee wall switch can control up to 20 lamps and 

remember different scenarios. With this you create the 

desired atmosphere in multiple rooms, with multiple  

lamps! The remote has a range of 30 meters and can  

easily be attached to the wall.



The starter sets are perfect for everyone dipping their 
toes in the “Smart Home” pool. The sets contain multiple 
receivers and a remote control. The receivers can be used 
in existing wall outlets. The transmitters have a group 
button. With this, you can switch all programmed 
receivers on or off at once.

Keep it simple, with Calex Smart Home
  Plug the switch into an outlet. The red indicator  

light will flash
  Press one of the three 'on' buttons of the  

remote control. This specific button is now  
connected to the selected switch

START SETS



STARTER PACK WIRELESS SWITCHING
INDOORS  APA-1500R

STARTER PACK WIRELESS SWITCHING
OUTDOORS AGDR2-3500R

Turn lights on and off remotely. This starter pack contains 

a remote control and three switches. The switch will work 

in any power sockets in the home and can be used with all 

Calex lights up to 1500 watts. 

Switch your garden lights on and off effortlessly from 

wherever you are sitting. This starter pack contains a 

remote control and two switches. The switch works with 

all light bulbs up to 3500 watts and in any outdoor power 

socket and can be also be controlled from indoors.



Come home to an atmospheric illuminated house with the  
wireless transmitters of Calex. With these transmitters it’s 
possible to switch multiple light sources on and off  without 
having to bend down to reach for hidden buttons and cord 
switches. Setting the ambiance to the time of day has never 
been easier. 

To operate the light sources wirelessly , you need at  
least one transmitter and one receiver. Both receivers and 
transmitters are suitable for use on all Calex light sources.

Advantages
o   Setting the ambiance to the time of day has never been 

easier
o   No more bending down to control hidden switches

ZENDERS



REMOTE CONTROL
AYCT-102

The remote control can remember up to 16 separate  

appliances and four different scenarios. Perfect for setting 

your own mood lighting in the home!

REMOTE CONTROL WITH 
MAGNETIC WALL MOUNT AYCT-202

The remote control can control up to four light bulbs.  

The dimmer function and the modern look & feel are what 

distinguish this transmitter from the one found in  

the starter pack and the remote control AYCT-102. It also  

features the smart addition of a magnetic wall mount. 





The wireless wall switch can turn one or more light  

bulbs on or off. The number of light bulbs that can be  

controlled depends on how many receivers are 

installed. With its ability to allow you to switch lights 

off automatically after a set time, this switch is 

designed to save energy. Handy for a cycle shed, hall 

or child’s bedroom.

WIRELESS DUSK-DAWN SENSOR
ABST-604

This sensor can recognise the sunrise and sunset and 

adjusts the lighting accordingly. The adjustable time 

scenarios allow the sensor to turn the light bulbs on 

and off at set times. This allows you to make it appear 

someone is at home. 

WIRELESS WALL SWITCH
AYCT-202



With the following products you can create 
your own preferred ambiance. The dimmers 
let you adjust the intensity of the lights 
accordingly. For example, it lets you transfer 
from bright light that helps you focus on 
the job ahead to dimmed light that fits with 
the plans for an indoor movie night. 

The dimmers only work when combined 
with the Wall-mount control, the Wireless 
wall switch and dimmable light sources. 

Advantages
o   Easily create the preferred ambiance  

that fits the mood for the moment
o   Save energy by not always burning the  

lights at their full potential

RECEIVERS



WIRELESS WALLSWITCH
AC-1000

The switch works with all light bulbs up to 1000 watts and 

in any indoor power socket. It means all that bending down 

for plugs and hidden light switches is a thing of the past. 

BUILD-IN SWITCH
ACM-1000

The built-in switch allows you to remotely turn light bulbs 

up to 1000 watts on and off. Simply mount the switch on 

the ceiling or in a connection box.





BUILD-IN MULTI DIMMER
ACM-100

BUILD-IN MINI MULTI DIMMER
AWMD-250

Create your own mood lighting and save electricity at the 

same time with CALEX dimmers. 

The dimmer makes it easy for you to adjust the brightness. 

The dimmer can be used to save energy and as well as for 

setting the light levels in your home. You can use this dimmer 

to control the brightness of lighting up to 200 watts.  

Create your own mood lighting and save electricity at the 

same time with CALEX dimmers. 

The dimmer makes it easy for you to adjust the brightness. 

The dimmer can be used to save energy and as well as for 

setting the light levels in your home. The distinguishing 

features of this model are its compact size and the fact 

that multiple light bulbs can be connected to it. You could 

have dimmable spotlights in the ceiling and enjoy the ease 

of controlling them simultaneously with a single action. 
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